Ultraband Solution

/ Deliver content faster to end users
and save on bandwidth costs

/ PA Cache

Content Caching
Redefined

Viewing habits are the name of the game
The phenomenal growth of digital content is fundamentally
changing viewing habits, and networks, whether mobile, cable,
telco/ISP or even campus, are all feeling the strain.
Today, events like the World Cup, an iOS release, or a
software update for a popular game go viral, setting off a
consumer frenzy. The demand for digital content soars,
while severe network traffic spikes translate into a huge
number of dissatisfied subscribers.

Digital Continuity
PACache supercharges any network, increasing
content delivery speeds by a factor of 10-18 and
enabling operators to provide their subscribers with
a haven of digital continuity. PACache empowers
networks to embrace the ultra-high-definition (4K)
video trend and futureproofs them for tomorrow’s
exponential surge in enriched digital content.

Find out how PeerApp
may help your business grow
sales@zephyrtel.com

Benefits
• Dramatically improves QoE: accelerates streaming and downloads content 10-18X
• Network cost savings: offloads 50% of network traffic, reducing IP transit costs and infrastructure upgrades
• Full transparency: preserves application logic for HTTP services and peer-to-peer networks
• Easy to deploy: facilitates simple in-line and integration via PBR
• Increased subscriber loyalty: extremely fast download and Internet access speeds

Content Class Boosting

Seamless Caching
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Live results from active customer

Built-to-Size Deployment
It's just so easy to deploy a perfectly sized solution.
PACache may be implemented in a wide range of
scalable configurations, from under 1Gbps to
150Gbps. In this way, the solution may always fulfil
your traffic management requirements.
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/ PA Live

Live Events Accelerated

Broadband networks spike, too
The PeerApp analytics system calculated that during special
events, such as the Olympic Games, live streaming accounted
for more than 37% of the total network traffic. And it is no
secret that online audience demands are still growing.
When a large-scale live event is aired, a huge number of

This traffic deluge creates sudden bandwidth spikes

subscribers begin downloading live streaming content.

that have a negative impact on the performance of

The live content is transferred from the nearest Content

the live stream, as well as other services running on

Delivery Network (CDN) node across the access,

the broadband access network.

distribution, and core layers to the peering links.
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PALive Meets the Challenge
PALive automatically identifies popular live streams

the live stream origin, while a multitude of viewers

and delivers them locally from the core or the

receives their live streams locally, offloading data

operator network’s edge. From an operator’s

through both the Internet link and the network

perspective, only a single stream is delivered from

itself.

Benefits
• Eliminates network traffic spikes: offloads up to 90% when streaming live
• Facilitates high-quality streaming: localizes live streams, eliminating buffering
• Ensures excellent QoE: accelerates streaming and content download 10-18X
• Easy to deploy: facilitates simple in-line and out-of-line implementation
• Increased subscriber loyalty: extremely fast download and Internet access speeds

Not only does PALive eliminate network spikes, but

PALive has achieved an impressive offload of over

by localizing live streams, it enables subscribers to

90% through the network when live streaming

receive content with no buffering.
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Scaling Your Live Streams
In the quest to deliver scalable, network-efficient
live streams, operators grapple with network
congestion and subscriber satisfaction issues.
Meanwhile, content publishers are seeking to scale
their live streaming service and increase revenues.
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By joining forces, service providers and content
publishers can increase their reach and benefit
from cost reductions. The open architecture and
content metering offered by PeerApp preserve the
content value chain and ecosystem, enabling
operators to host and deliver publisher-owned
content.
Find out how PeerApp
may help your business grow
sales@zephyrtel.com

For mobile, cable and telecom operators who need to
optimize their investments in next-generation networks,
PeerApp provides open, adaptable solutions for local
delivery of streaming video and other OTT content.
PACache and PALive belong to a suite of PeerApp
solutions that run on our Ultraband to slash network
costs and dramatically improve your subscribers’
Internet quality of experience. PeerApp’s specialized
solutions comprise content localization and caching
and live streaming delivery.
Contact us today to find out how PeerApp’s platform
solution package may help your business grow.

sales@zephyrtel.com | www.zephyrtel.com

www.peerapp.com

PeerApp is part of the ZephyrTel portfolio serving the global telecommunications industry.
ZephyrTel, an ESW Capital software company, is building a world-class telco practice to provide
a multi-solution and services proposition to the global telco industry and leading enterprises.
The company’s primary objective is to offer software and SaaS solutions across telco companies
IT estates; from infrastructure right through to customer experience.

